
Divish Aurum Private Limited 
 
Divish Aurum Private Limited is established in 2018 in New Delhi - India. Today, it has a 
strong network of distribution spread across countries, a complete wholesale unit in 
addition to the factory, design center and the studio.The team has an 
unblemished experience of 20 years in the trade. 
 
Divish Aurum is also vertically integrated comprising of a bullion and diamond desk, 
manufacturing, distribution, retail and after sale service. This enables the retailer / 
designer / reseller to offer to his customers a variety of products and services that are 
unique and offer unmatched value and quality. 
 
Divish Aurum manages its operations in India out of the HQ located in New Delhi and its 
international operations from Norway, Estonia, Australia and USA.  
 

COMPANY PROFILE AND BACKGROUND 

We proudly mention that we make truly international class jewelry. Our collection 
follows the principles and guidelines of the best quality standard in the world … 
mainly Scandinavian / European. 

Our entire manufacturing process is with a big difference, we make research based 
developments in terms of designs and products. Our process is a perfect fusion of 
both the best of hands and technology hence optimizing design out put. 

In terms of design, we make nouvelle products using the latest calibrated CAD/CAM 
technology along with laser cutting, marking and welding techniques. On polishing 
we use pneumatic polishers plus multimedia including manual polishing techniques. 

We make jewelry for all occasions hence offering a wide spectrum to the interested 
and potential customers. 

We are probably the only producers of platinum jewelry in northern India hence giving 
us an extra customer base and access. 

We provide due quantity and quality in terms of weight, details and certification for all 
the precious metals, gemstones and diamonds besides the laboratory confirmation 
on NO USE of synthetics and CVDs. 

More than just being a jewelry supplier we are a solution provider to our esteemed 
customers. We provide solutions to the emotional requirements of our esteemed 
clients. Based on this approach and service we started our venture in to jewelry 10 
years back from nowhere and set up a success story. After graduating our basic 
setup to the latest one, we have now pioneered the entire art and science of the 
trade. 

We are completely ready for a leap and expansion in real terms. Now that we are 
readily geared up with the creative, technical and commercial aspects of the trade, 
this is the opportunity to set up an example of perfect and fair business plan yielding 



success and identity. The challenge of being on the move constantly in all aspects 
right from design development to sourcing to manufacturing to selling to making a 
heart to heart connection with our friendly customer base keeps us always motivated 
and excited. 

PRODUCTS  

1. Small Star Melee Diamond Jewelry  
2. Loose small diamonds  
3. Loose Certified Solitaires   
4. Loose Fancy cuts and fancy color diamonds   
5. Italian Type Fusion jewelry  
6. Loose Color Stones / Precious & Semi Precious jewelry   
7. Platinum studded jewelry    
8. Un studded mountings in Gold and Silver   
9. Plain Gold and Silver Mountings.  
10. Silver Studded Jewlry / Silver articles.  
11. ROUGH DIAMONDS    

SERVICES 
 

# CAD Designing / Prototyping / Manual Designing 

# Repair / Maintenance and Restoration of jewelry 

# Original supply chain partners to domestic and international chains 

# Bullion and Coins 

# Code sharing with different international / popular websites 

# Promote and sell through international auction sites. 

# SEO / Social Media Marketing with innovative offers 

 

 

 


